Oracle Tech Talk

Join Aurosish Mishra, Senior Development Manager, from the Data Engine group

Oracle Database In-Memory: At the Heart of Multi-Model Convergence
Wednesday, February 12, 2020 at 4:30 pm
Newell-Simon Hall, 4305

Aurosish’s team is responsible for all aspects of the data engine for the Oracle Database, ranging from traditional disk-based data accesses and indexing technologies to state-of-the-art distributed in-memory technologies in Oracle’s flagship Database In-Memory engine that provides real time analytics at the speed of thought! Currently, they are building Oracle’s next-gen cloud-scale distributed data engine that is absolutely available, by exploiting innovative and emerging technologies like Persistent Memory(PMEM) storage, RDMA data access, and Autonomous data management.

Join us for a bite & your chance to win a pair of Airpod Pros!

To explore Product Development Roles, visit www.oracle.com/college